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node properties that control the access to particular
resources or operations. for example: namedescription

authenticationauthentication uses the certificate/private
key information of the subject to verify the identity of the

user. (1.2.840.113549.1.9.10, microsoft)
authorizationauthorization uses the roles of the user to

determine what the user can access.11, microsoft)
authenticatorauthenticators operate in the context of an

authenticated session.3.11, microsoft) assertionassertions
store information about a user and can be used for

external purposes, including to assert the validity of the
user's credentials.11.6.1, microsoft) clientcertificateclient
certificate, if the certificate type is x.509, determines the
name of a certificate subject in the form: cn=clientname,

o=other organization, .4.4, microsoft) clientkeyclient
private key, if the key type is rsa, determines the name of
a private key subject in the form: cn=clientname, o=other

organization, .6, microsoft) the following examples
illustrate the usage of these node properties:

namedescription authenticationauthentication uses the
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certificate/private key information of the subject to verify
the identity of the user. (1.2.840.113549.1.9.10,

microsoft) authorizationauthorization uses the roles of the
user to determine what the user can access.11, microsoft)
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when using basic authentication or token authentication,
the module attempts to load the token from the

$token_file setting. if authentication is successful, the
module returns a status code of t, indicating that there is

a valid token for the user. users authenticating to the
chain can authenticate successfully without providing
tokens from their devices. the reason for successful

authentication in this case is that the required setting
relates to the execution of the forgerock authenticator

(oath) module itself. internally, the forgerock
authenticator (oath) module has the ability to forego

processing a token while still returning a passing status to
the authentication chain. this setting enables/disables the

activity of a token after it has been chosen from the
device. by default, 1 to disallow the activity of the chosen

token. when chosen tokens are not active, they remain
valid through out the lifetime of the token. using tokens
allows administrators to secure their tokens from being

chosen by an attacker. using tokens also allows tokens to
be chosen by users if an attacker has successfully

compromised a valid token, but the attacker cannot
choose a valid token due to required. when a user submits
a submit() request, the submission request is saved in a

temporary database and the data is later sent to a
corresponding backend service. the database used is the

tempdb database. configure the maximum size of the
temporary database to adjust the maxsize setting. the

default setting is 32 mib. 5ec8ef588b
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